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My brand represents logos for launderettes.

Target market - mothers/families with children.

Laundrette includes:
•  washing machines
•  dryers
•  cafe
•  play area

The logo has to include an animal appropriate for this launderette.

Semiotics are the study of signs and symbols and their use or 
interpretation.
I will be using animals as the semiotic of this logo, to symbolise the 
launderette for what it is. I will be researching an animal that is most 
relevant to the company, and an animal that will target the market.



Primary Research

These primary images were captured 
in the local aquarium. I wanted to look 

at animals that are represented in 
water, as launderettes are known for 

thier washing machines.
The most relevant image I captured 

from the aquarium was the jellyfish, as 
the tank that they were in was circular 

and reminded me of a washing 
machine.



Secondary Research

This secondary research is based 
on what animals I think can relate to 

a launderette.
The idea of a zebra, swan, cat 

and lamb came to my mind when I 
thought of a launderette.

The zebra could be shown having 
its stripes washed off, the swan 

could be presented as being clean 
and pure, the cat could be comedic 

and be shown wet coming out of 
a washing machine, and the lamb 

colud be shown for its material and 
coming out fresh from a dryer.



Sketches

These are sketches from primary and 
secondary images for developing my logo.
These three sketches are my further 
development towards deciding which is 
relevant for my final logo.



The swans wings have replaced by a 
duvet, to show how they are clean, but 
I did not think it was strong enough to 
be a logo and it was too cliche for my 
comapny.

I did not choose the zebra 
loosing its stripes from the washing 
machine, as I thought it was too cli-
che, but the idea of the black stripes 
being washed off was close to being 
in my top three to be developed on.

I decided not to use the sloth, as I 
think it does not show cleanliness, 
and is more attractive for children 
rather than adults since it is a 
buisness aimed at adults.



Final 3 ideas:

These are my three concepts for my logo idea.
I am going to look into developing the animals:
lamb
jellyfish
cat
These three concepts stood out to me most as 
I thought they were more relevant to the client, 
and would attract the target market most.



Lamb in the Laundry

Colour paletteAs part of this logo, I wanted to incorporate a lamb. This concept was produced as the 
fur of the lamb in wool, which is used in most clothing. 
The idea of having a lamb in the laundry basket is to attract families, animal lovers and 
children.
The concept of the name, “Larry Lambs Laundy”, developed as I want to make the client 
to have a comedic value to the logo, that will catch the eye of thier target market.
If I developed this logo further, I would have to change the colour palette, and also the 
style, as it is too flat and too thin with the same length of lining.



Julies Launderette

Colour palette
This concept of the logo for the launderette is to incorporate jellyfish inside the washing machine, 
to represent bubbles or clothes.
This is to target families more as the design is appealing to children, and would bring mothers to 
come and do thier washing whilst the children have fun in the play area.
The blue/teal colour was chosen as it represents the water, the washing and a clean environment 
also represented by the white lining.



Colour palette

Bridgets Underwear

This final concept is more humourous and could be more eye catching to the target 
market.
I thought it would be more attractive to have it look like the cat has come out of the wash-
ing machine, soaked and to have wet clothing trailing on the floor behind. 
The name, “Bridgets Underwear,” has come from the iconic ‘Bridget Jones’ Diary,’ as her 
underwear is one of the iconic features in the film.



Development of Larry Lambs Launderette



These are scans of concept ideas for the ‘Larry Lambs Launderette’ 
logo.
Looking at more illustrated images to develop for the logo, and also 
experimenting with different textures. 



These are more scans of my drawings, looking at primary and secondary imagery of pieces 
of wet clothing. This I am thinking to incorporate into the logo.
I also looked at a suitable font type to use with my logo. Adage Script JF appeared most 
suitable for my logo, as the styling lookis wavy and water like.



This drawing from my sketches has been scanned into 
Illustrator, and has been image traced. I then began 
working with different shapes that work with the lamb and 
the basket. 
The bottom image shows how the logo looks with the 
shapes.



Wet fur lamb

This is a scanned sketch into Illustrator. I wanted to 
experiment with working with a wet lamb as it is based on a laundrette. 
As this logo is aimed for mothers and children, I think the lamb has to be more 
appealing, as a wet lamb may not appeal to a lot of customers.



Dry fresh out of the dryer lamb

These are a series of illustrations of a fluffy lamb that has 
come straight out of a dryer.
This logo looks more appealing and more friendly, which 
children would find more attractive and would want to go 
into this laundrette and play.



Finalising Larry Lambs Laundry

Colour palette

This is a mixed illustration piece of my scan drawing 
and creating solid shapes.
This is a brief design of what I will be continuing 
towards the final design.
I will be taking on the design, and making the lamb 
look more clean and sharpe, and using similar 
colours.
I will also be developing the shapes of the lamb, and 
also taking on the shape of the basket.

Concept 1



Colour palette

Concept 2
This concept has been developed from my 
scanned image, 
I developed the shape of the lamb from the 
outline of my scanned image, and using shapes 
on Illustrator to create this more attractive and 
minimalistic character of a logo.
From the scanned image, I developed the shape 
of the basket, to make it look more blocked in 
shape to make the whole concept work better 
togther.
However, the type in the middle of the basket 
looks lost within the whole logo, and the shape of 
the basket appears to be too solid and the 
colours distract me from the lamb.



Concept 3
This concept has been further developed from 
concept two, and have changed the basket to 
the scan from concept one. 



Adage ScriptJF
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Typography

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Tamarillo JF

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Funkydori



Adage ScriptJF
For these logos, I have put the 
type in different positions, to see 
if it makes a different effect on 
the logo.
For this, I have used the font type 
Adage ScriptJF, and have 
positioned it across the bottom, 
curved underneath the logo, and 
on the right side.
Out of all of these positions, the 
most eye catching concept to me 
and others is the text under the 
logo. This appears more 
attractive to the whole concept 
and works better with the logo.



TamarilloJF
For these logos, I have put the 
type in different positions, to see 
if it makes a different effect on 
the logo.
For this, I have used the font type 
JamarilloJF, and have positioned 
it across the bottom, curved 
underneath the logo, and on the 
right side.
This font type does not 
particularlly suit with my logo. It 
looks too slim and gets lost within 
the whole concept.



Funkydori

For these logos, I have put the 
type in different positions, to see 
if it makes a different effect on 
the logo.
For this, I have used the font type 
Funkydori, and have positioned it 
across the bottom, curved 
underneath the logo, and on the 
right side.
This font type does not 
particularlly suit with my logo. It 
looks too slim and gets lost within 
the whole concept.



Final logo



Final logo black and white



Booklet on how to do your washing and drying







Laundry Card


